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In this document the words ‘CCU position’ refers to whatever cameras have been allocated to each of the 4 CCU
positions, commonly called ‘CCU A’, ‘CCU B’, ‘CCU C’, and ‘CCU D’.

OVERVIEW
The 4xCCU Controller is configurable to allow adjustment for four of any CCU positions on an ATEM
production switcher and acts as a control surface to mirror the ATEM CCU.
Each of the 4 CCU positions can be allocated to ANY of the external inputs of any model ATEM.
When in BASIC operation, each CCU position has dedicated IRIS and PEDESTAL control knobs.
Each IRIS knob has a push down button that is used to select a programmable router input for previewing on
an external Monitor/Waveform/Vectorscope. The controllable router can be either an ATEM AUX BUSS, a
Blackmagic VIDEOHUB or a Blackmagic Multiview 4.
Each PEDESTAL knob has a push down button that is used to select a coarser adjustment value for both the
IRIS and PEDESTAL knobs.
When in ADVANCED operation, the PEDESTAL knob is used to select other CCU controls such as GaindB,
Shutter, Kelvin etc and the IRIS is used to change the values of each.
When in PAINT operation, the IRIS knobs become the RED, GREEN, BLUE and LUM GAIN adjustments and the
PEDESTAL knobs become the RED, GREEN, BLUE and LUM LIFT adjustments. When used in conjunction with
the ADVANCE Button the IRIS knobs become the RED, GREEN, BLUE and LUM GAMMA adjustments.
All knob controls have programmable sensitivity controls, set either using the Terminal input or the optional
Touch Screen.
When used in conjunction with the optional Touch Screen, the ADVANCED and PAINT operation can be
accessed without leaving the BASIC operation.
Later implementation will see the ability to ‘gang’ multiple 4xCCU controllers together to allow groups of 4
camera controls all using the single interface up to 20 cameras.

There are 4 knobs/buttons for Iris, 4 knobs/buttons for pedestal and 4 tricolored LED's.

On the left side there is a power in connector, a network connector
and a USB connector.
There is also a power/status LED and a SHIFT button.

On the right side there are 2 'ganging' connectors and a Touch
Screen display connector.

The 4xCCU Controller also provides control of any Videohub router, Blackmagic SmartScope 4K and Blackmagic
Multiview 4 using the network interface.
Connectors:

Ethernet - for connecting to the ATEM, Videohub, SmartScope, Multiview 4 and other future
interfaces.

USB - for system configuration, power and firmware updates. This is also used for connecting the
Terminal interface.

Power IN - alternate 6v to 14v power in

Mini 4 pin din (x2) - interfacing multiple CCU units

Mini 6 pin din - for connecting the optional Touchscreen Display

There are 3 modes of Knob operation:
Basic mode:
This uses the knobs and buttons for individual IRIS and PEDESTAL control of each of the 4 CCU positions.
The front 4 knobs control the 4 IRIS and the 4 rear knobs control the 4 PEDESTAL.
The iris knobs have push buttons that can control any ATEM AUX BUSS or a BMD VIDEOHUB.
The pedestal knobs have push buttons that can select COARSE adjust for both iris and pedestal.
Each LED displays RED for on PROGRAM tally, GREEN for on PREVIEW tally and BLUE for on AUX tally.
Advanced mode: (SHIFT + PED knob)
This uses the knobs and buttons for individual control of each of the 4 CCU positions for - Gain
- Shutter
- Kelvin
- Detail
- BARS
- FOCUS
- ZOOM
- APERTURE (ATEM extended CCU)
- CONTRAST (ATEM extended CCU)
- HUE (ATEM extended CCU)
- SATURATION (ATEM extended CCU)
- YRGB (ATEM extended CCU)
Paint mode: (SHIFT + IRIS)
This uses the 4 IRIS knobs to adjust the RED LUM, GREEN LUM, BLUE LUM and LUM GAINS of a selected CCU,
the 4 PEDESTAL knobs to adjust the RED BLACKS, GREEN BLACKS, BLUE BLACKS and LUM BLACKS of a
selected CCU, and the SHIFT + 4 IRIS knobs to adjust the RED GAMMAS, GREEN GAMMAS, BLUE GAMMAS
and LUM GAMMAS of a selected CCU.

Size: 190mm x 100mm x 40mm.

Power
The 4xCCU Controller Basic can power either from the 9v IN OR a USB cable. The USB can be connected to a USB 2 port
of a PC or MAC and can also be connected to a 5volt power pack such as the ones used to charge mobile phones.
The connected power is also used to power the optional Touch Screen provided by its connecting cable.

Terminal Operation
Use a PC and run Putty.exe or a MAC terminal program and connect the 4xCCU Basic Controller to a USB port. (Ensure
drivers are loaded on the PC)
Once the terminal program has started select 'serial' and enter the following Serial line = the Com Port the PC identified as a Mega2560
Speed= 115200
Press enter.
The 4xCCU Basic Controller will restart and display any status messages on the terminal screen.
When making adjustments in the CONFIGURATION MANAGER it is recommended to set your KEYBOARD REPEAT RATE
to about ¼ value to prevent data overflow while using the arrow keys. If set too high the adjustment being made may
get told to abort.

Connection
The 4xCCU Basic Controller can connect directly to the ATEM using an Ethernet cable but of course that would not allow
any other device to control the panel for basic switching. So therefore you should use an Ethernet switch/router.
Connect an Ethernet cable from the side of the 4xCCU Basic Controller into a spare port of your Ethernet switch/router
and ensure the local IP of the controller has its own unique IP address and the ATEM IP is set to the current ATEM IP
address as set in the ATEM Setup or on the software control panel. Also make sure the first 3 digits of the Local IP are
the same as the ATEM IP.
Power
1. Using the USB port
Connect a USB cable from a computer or an adaptor to the USB connector to the side of the 4xCCU Basic
Controller. This connection can also be used to configure the unit when using a terminal program on the
connected computer (PC or MAC).
2. Using the Power IN connector
The DC in connector can use a voltage from 6v to 20v (7v to 12v recommended).
The 2 x 4 pin mini-dins are used for ganging multiple units together and are not yet implemented.
The 6 pin mini-din is for the optional 2.4” Touch Screen display.

Setup using Terminal
To change any system settings enter
C
The screen will display CONFIGURATION MANAGER .
On the 2nd row it will display the last selected setup item.
- Use the UP/DOWN ARROW KEYS to select the required setup item
- Use the LEFT/RIGHT ARROW KEYS (or ENTER) to enter the adjust mode
- Use the ESC to exit the CONFIGURATION MANAGER
(you can continue to make adjustments without having to leave the configuration mode)
After the adjust mode has been entered...

1. ATEM IP address
- The ATEM IP address will display on the next row and the first of the 4 digits will be highlighted
- use the UP/DOWN ARROW KEYS to increase or decrease the value (hold down to rapidly change the value)
- Use the LEFT/RIGHT ARROW KEYS to select the required value to adjust
- press c to step the selected IP address by 50
- press ENTER to accept the value. The display will show SAVE while the new IP address is saving.
- press ESC to exit the CONFIGURATION MANAGER. The system will then REBOOT to apply the new value.

2. LOCAL IP address
- The LOCAL IP address will display on the next row and the first of the 4 digits will be highlighted
- use the UP/DOWN ARROW KEYS to increase or decrease the value (hold down to rapidly change the value)
- Use the LEFT/RIGHT ARROW KEYS to select the required value to adjust
- press c to step the selected IP address by 50
- press ENTER to accept the value. The display will show SAVE while the new IP address is saving.
- press ESC to exit the CONFIGURATION MANAGER. The system will then REBOOT to apply the new value.

3. VIDEOHUB IP address
- The VIDEOHUB IP address will display on the next row and the first of the 4 digits will be highlighted
(the VIDEOHUB IP setting is also used if connecting a MULTIVIEW 4)
- use the UP/DOWN ARROW KEYS to increase or decrease the value (hold down to rapidly change the value)
- Use the LEFT/RIGHT ARROW KEYS to select the required value to adjust
- press c to step the selected IP address by 50
- press ENTER to accept the value. The display will show SAVE while the new IP address is saving.
- press ESC to exit the CONFIGURATION MANAGER.
If the IP address has changed it will download all the new Videohub data when exiting the CONFIGURATION
MANAGER.

4. SMARTSCOPE IP address
- The SMARTSCOPE IP address will display on the next row and the first of the 4 digits will be highlighted
- use the UP/DOWN ARROW KEYS to increase or decrease the value (hold down to rapidly change the value)
- Use the LEFT/RIGHT ARROW KEYS to select the required value to adjust
- press c to step the selected IP address by 50
- press ENTER to accept the value. The display will show SAVE while the new IP address is saving.
- press ESC to exit the CONFIGURATION MANAGER.

5. CCU ATEM Source Allocation
This sets each of the 4 CCU positions ATEM INPUT allocations. The selected input will be the camera allocated to that
by the ATEM. This is also where the CCU position will get its PROGRAM/PREVIEW TALLY information.
If the ATEM is selected as the ROUTER TYPE it will automatically set the associated allocation in the ROUTER
SOURCES.
- The screen will display the CCU letter (A - D), what the current input is and what router it is controlling
- use the UP/DOWN ARROW KEYS to increase or decrease the input number (hold down to rapidly change the value)
- Use the LEFT/RIGHT ARROW KEYS to change the selected CCU position
- press c (copy) to allocate the selected CCU position to all 4 CCU positions
- press ENTER to accept the value.
- press ESC to exit the CONFIGURATION MANAGER
(you can continue to make adjustments without having to leave the configuration mode)

6. Default AUX/ROUTER Inputs (only applicable if TOGGLE/LATCH/MATCH is set to TOGGLE)
This sets each of the 4 CCU positions RETURN SOURCE allocations after the selected CCU button is released.
- The screen will display the CCU letter (A - D), what the current input is and what router it is controlling
- use the UP/DOWN ARROW KEYS to increase or decrease the input number (hold down to rapidly change the value)
- Use the LEFT/RIGHT ARROW KEYS to change the selected CCU position
- press c (copy) to allocate the selected CCU position to all 4 CCU positions
- press ENTER to accept the value.
- press ESC to exit the CONFIGURATION MANAGER.
This is useful if you want to match between a camera and a reference camera. This is also useful if you want to
continue returning to program out source or a quad source of the 4 camera’s.

7. Router type (ATEM/VIDEOHUB)
This sets what router you are using for the camera previews. The choices are
- NONE
- ATEM
- VIDEOHUB
- The screen will display the current device selected
- use the UP/DOWN ARROW KEYS to select between the choices
- press ENTER or b to accept the value.
- press ESC to exit the CONFIGURATION MANAGER
(you can continue to make adjustments without having to leave the configuration mode)

8. Router Buss
If the ATEM AUX is selected as the router here you can select which AUX BUSS to use.
If a VIDEOHUB is selected as the router here you can select which OUTPUT to use.
- The screen will display the current buss selected
- use the UP/DOWN ARROW KEYS to select between the available busses
- press ENTER or LEFT/RIGHT ARROW KEYS to accept the value.
- press ESC to exit the CONFIGURATION MANAGER
(you can continue to make adjustments without having to leave the configuration mode)

9. Router Sources
This is for allocating what INPUT matches what CAMERA allocated. If the router type is an ATEM the source is
automatically set as the same as the SOURCE ALLOCATION. But if the router type is a VIDEOHUB then the input has to
be associated to separate inputs.
- The screen will display the CCU letter (A - D), what the current input is and what router it is controlling
- use the UP/DOWN ARROW KEYS to increase or decrease the input number (hold down to rapidly change the value)
- Use the LEFT/RIGHT ARROW KEYS to change the selected CCU position
- press c (copy) to allocate the selected CCU position to all 4 CCU positions
- press ENTER to accept the value.
- press ESC to exit the CONFIGURATION MANAGER
(you can continue to make adjustments without having to leave the configuration mode)

10. Toggle/latch/Match
This selects the ACTIONS of each of the 4 CCU positions when the camera preview button is released.
- TOGGLE will RETURN the selected router back to a selected input (as discussed in item 4).
- LATCH will keep the LAST CAMERA selected once the camera preview button is released.
- MATCH allows you to SELECT what camera to return to on the fly AFTER the camera preview button is released.
To select the default camera, press and hold the IRIS button of the associated CCU position for 1 second.
- The screen will display the current CCU position (A - D) TOGGLE/LATCH/MATCH status
- use the UP ARROW KEY and DOWN ARROW KEY to select the required mode
- Use the LEFT/RIGHT ARROW KEYS to change the selected CCU position
- press ENTER to accept the value.
- press ESC to exit the CONFIGURATION MANAGER
(you can continue to make adjustments without having to leave the configuration mode)

11. LED Brightness
If you are serious about controlling and matching your camera's then the last thing you want are bright
LED's shining in your eyes. But you also want them bright enough if you are not working in pure darkness. So you are
able to adjust the brightness of the TALLY LED's to suit your circumstance
- The screen will display the current numerical value of the tally LEDs; the HIGHER the value the BRIGHTER.
- The four Tally lights will all display RED
- use the UP/DOWN ARROW KEYS to increase or decrease the LED brightness by 1 STEP at a time.
- use the LEFT/RIGHT ARROW KEYS to increase or decrease the LED brightness by 10 STEPS at a time.
- press ENTER to accept the value.
- press ESC to exit the CONFIGURATION MANAGER
(you can continue to make adjustments without having to leave the configuration mode)

12. POWER LED Brightness
You can also adjust the Power LED brightness. This LED also acts as an ACTIVITY INDICATOR displaying a brighter value
when data is being received from the ATEM. You are able to adjust the brightness of the POWER LED to suit your
circumstance, but be aware that if it is too bright you may not recognise the difference between normal and receiving
data indications.
- The screen will display the current numerical value of the Power LED; the higher the value the brighter.
- use the UP/DOWN ARROW KEYS to increase or decrease the Power LED brightness by 1 STEP at a time.
- use the LEFT/RIGHT ARROW KEYS to increase or decrease the Power LED brightness by 10 STEPS at a time.
- press ENTER to accept the value.
- press ESC to exit the CONFIGURATION MANAGER
(you can continue to make adjustments without having to leave the configuration mode)

13. Iris Coarse
There are 2 IRIS SENSITIVITIES available.
- FINE. This is the normal operation by turning the IRIS knob only
- COARSE. This is for doing much larger adjustment by holding down the PED KNOB and turning the IRIS KNOB. The
Coarse value can be adjusted to suit specific situations
- The screen will display the current numerical value of the COARSE IRIS; the higher the value the greater the IRIS
movement.
- use the UP/DOWN ARROW KEYS to increase or decrease the COARSE IRIS value.
- use the LEFT/RIGHT ARROW KEYS to set the COARSE IRIS value to default (100).
- press ENTER to accept the value.
- press ESC to exit the CONFIGURATION MANAGER
(you can continue to make adjustments without having to leave the configuration mode)

14. Iris Fine
- The screen will display the current numerical value of the FINE IRIS; the higher the value the greater the IRIS
movement.
- use the UP/DOWN ARROW KEYS to increase or decrease the FINE IRIS value.
- use the LEFT/RIGHT ARROW KEYS to set the FINE IRIS value to default (20).
- press ENTER to accept the value.
- press ESC to exit the CONFIGURATION MANAGER
(you can continue to make adjustments without having to leave the configuration mode)

15. Ped Coarse
There are 2 Pedestal sensitivities available.
- FINE. This is the normal operation by turning the PED knob only
- COARSE. This is for doing much larger adjustment by holding down the PED knob and turning the PED knob.
The Coarse value can be adjusted to suit specific situations
- The screen will display the current numerical value of the COARSE PED; the higher the value the greater the PED
movement.
- use the UP/DOWN ARROW KEYS to increase or decrease the COARSE PED value.
- use the LEFT/RIGHT ARROW KEYS to set the COARSE PED value to default (100).
- press ENTER to accept the value.
- press ESC to exit the CONFIGURATION MANAGER.
(you can continue to make adjustments without having to leave the configuration mode)

16. Ped Fine
- The screen will display the current numerical value of the FINE PED; the higher the value the greater the PED
movement.
- use the UP/DOWN ARROW KEYS to increase or decrease the FINE PED value.
- use the LEFT/RIGHT ARROW KEYS to set the FINE PED value to default (10).
- press ENTER to accept the value.
- press ESC to exit the CONFIGURATION MANAGER
(you can continue to make adjustments without having to leave the configuration mode)

17. Paint Coarse (only in PAINT MODE)
There are 2 Paint sensitivities available.
- FINE. This is the normal operation by turning the knobs only
- COARSE. This is for doing much larger adjustment by holding down the PED knob and turning the knobs.
The Coarse value can be adjusted to suit specific situations
- The screen will display the current numerical value of the COARSE PAINT; the higher the value the greater the knob
movement.
- use the UP/DOWN ARROW KEYS to increase or decrease the COARSE PAINT value.
- use the LEFT/RIGHT ARROW KEYS to set the COARSE PAINT value to default (100).
- press ENTER to accept the value.
- press ESC to exit the CONFIGURATION MANAGER
(you can continue to make adjustments without having to leave the configuration mode)

18. Pain Fine (only in PAINT MODE)
- The screen will display the current numerical value of the FINE PAINT; the higher the value the greater the knob
movement.
- use the UP/DOWN ARROW KEYS to increase or decrease the FINE knob value.
- use the LEFT/RIGHT ARROW KEYS to set the FINE knob value to default (20).
- press ENTER to accept the value.
- press ESC to exit the CONFIGURATION MANAGER
(you can continue to make adjustments without having to leave the configuration mode)
With all FINE/COARSE values you can reverse their values to allow FINE values when pressing the PED buttons.

19. Auto-Connect ATEM
This allows either AUTO CONNECT to the ATEM if connection is lost or manually connecting by pushing a button on
the 4xCCU Controller. This is useful if you need to do some setting up without being bothered by the re-connection
messages. It also is useful if you are using the 4xCCU Controller as an ATEM AUX Buss or VIDEOHUB controller.

After you have left the CONFIGURATION MANAGER you can review your changes by pressing
s
All the above is also available with the optional Touch Screen.

Operating the unit
When powering the unit the 4 LEDs will randomly FLASH GREEN indicating it is INITIALISING.
It will then display walking RED, GREEN, BLUE and WHITE LEDs across the 4 CCU positions indicating the internal
MicroSD card has initialised. If it failed the LEDs will cycle flash between RED and BLUE.
The LED on CCU A position will flash between GREEN and BLUE when loading and VIDEOHUB data.
The POWER LED will flash EVENLY if no ATEM connection is available.
If the ATEM connection is LOST the LEDs will display WALKING RED LEDs flashing across the 4 CCU positions.
When starting the unit, the TERMINAL screen will display the BOOT PROGRESS with useful diagnostics information.
All 4 IRIS and PEDESTAL knobs can be operated at the SAME TIME.
To SELECT a camera on the selected router press any of the 4 IRIS knobs.
The higher CCU position overrides the lower CCU positions. This is useful for matching cameras.
eg. Hold down CCU A and press CCU B. The router will select CCU B and when the button is released it will return back to
CCU A. This feature is available regardless of the TOGGLE/LATCH mode.
To FINE adjust the IRIS on any of the 4 allocated camera's, rotate the IRIS KNOB
To COARSE adjust the IRIS on any of the 4 allocated camera's HOLD DOWN the PEDESTAL KNOB and rotate the IRIS
KNOB
To FINE adjust the PEDESTAL on any of the 4 allocated camera's rotate the PEDESTAL KNOB
To COARSE adjust the PEDESTAL on any of the 4 allocated camera's HOLD DOWN the PEDESTAL KNOB and rotate the
PEDESTAL KNOB
Each CCU position has a 3 color LED that in normal operation indicates the following:
- RED = ON AIR
- GREEN = ON PREVIEW
- BLUE = ON AUX BUSS or VIDEOHUB
- MAGENTA = ON AIR and AUX BUSS or VIDEOHUB
- CYAN = ON PREVIEW and AUX BUSS or VIDEOHUB
There is a small button (SHIFT) on the side of the unit for use as a SETUP MODE select, ADVANCED MODE use and PAINT
MODE.
The SETUP MODE is for adjusting the 4xCCU CONFIGURATION as above but mostly on the unit with no need for a PC.
The ADVANCED MODE includes setting the Gain, Shutter, Color temp, RGBY gains etc of each allocated camera.
The PAINT MODE turns the 4 IRIS KNOBS into RED, GREEN, BLUE and LUMA GAIN PAINT adjusts and the 4 PEDESTAL
KNOBS into RED, GREEN, BLUE and LUMA BLACK PAINT adjusts.

Advanced MODE
Advanced mode allows you to control the following on the ATEM for each CCU position:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Gain in dB steps
Shutter
Degrees Kelvin
Detail
Bars on/off
Focus
Zoom
Aperture
Contrast
Hue
Saturation
YRGB

The above functions are dependent on the type of camera connected, but they still control the ATEM as per normal.
To enter ADVANCED MODE hold down SHIFT and press down the PEDESTAL knob of the desired CCU position you wish
to adjust. The CCU position will enter the last used adjust mode and the LED will flash displaying the following color
combinations:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

YELLOW - Gain in dB steps
CYAN - Shutter
MAGENTA - Degrees Kelvin
WHITE - Detail
All colors (fast) - Bars on/off
RED - Focus
GREEN - Zoom
MAGENTA /BLUE - Aperture
WHITE / BLUE - Contrast
RED / BLUE / Hue
GREEN / BLUE - Saturation
YELLOW / BLUE - YRGB

If you have a terminal connected to the USB port it will display the current adjustment mode selected including its
current value.
Rotate the PEDESTAL knob to select the desired function as listed above.
Rotate the IRIS knob to fine adjust the selected functions value.
HOLD DOWN the associated CCU positions PEDESTAL knob and ROTATE the IRIS knob to COARSE adjust the selected
functions value.
HOLD DOWN the associated CCU positions PEDESTAL knob and PRESS the IRIS knob to set the selected functions value
to default. Only the Contrast, Hue, Saturation and YRGB have default values.
While in ADVANCED MODE press the IRIS on any other CCU position to PREVIEW another camera. When the IRIS button
is released it will return the preview to the original selected CCU position. This is useful for matching between camera’s
while in Advanced Mode. If you hold down the IRIS on any other CCU position for over 2 seconds it will then select that
camera for adjustment and it’s LED will display accordingly. To EXIT Advanced Mode, press the SHIFT button.
(Please note that the ‘Aperture’ function mentioned above is in the ATEM protocol but does not have an associated
control on the ATEM Software Control Panel, so subsequently has no effect)

PAINT MODE
PAINT MODE allows you to control the following on the ATEM for each CCU position:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

RED gains
RED Gammas
RED blacks
GREEN gains
GREEN gammas
GREEN blacks
BLUE gains
BLUE gammas
BLUE blacks
LUM gains
LUM gammas
LUM blacks

The above functions are dependent on the type of camera connected but they still control the ATEM as per normal.
To enter PAINT MODE hold down SHIFT and press down the IRIS knob of the desired CCU position you wish to adjust.
The LEDs will display RED on CCU A position, GREEN on CCU B position, BLUE on CCU C position and WHITE on CCU D
position. These colours represent what each CCU position’s colour it is adjusting.
The associated LED will FLASH indicating what CCU position is being adjusted.
If you have a terminal connected to the USB port it will display the current camera selected including its current values.
Rotate the PEDESTAL knob to adjust the BLACKS of each colour.
HOLD DOWN the associated CCU positions PEDESTAL knob and ROTATE the PEDESTAL knob to COARSE adjust the
BLACKS of each colour.
ROTATE the IRIS knob to fine adjust the GAINS of each colour.
HOLD DOWN the associated CCU positions PEDESTAL knob and ROTATE the IRIS knob to COARSE adjust the GAINS of
each colour.
PRESS AND HOLD the ADVANCE button and ROTATE the IRIS knob to fine adjust the GAMMAS of each colour.
PRESS AND HOLD the ADVANCE button and HOLD DOWN the associated CCU positions PEDESTAL knob and ROTATE the
IRIS knob to COARSE adjust the GAMMAS of each colour.
HOLD DOWN the associated CCU positions PEDESTAL knob and press the IRIS knob to set the all the selected cameras
PAINT values to DEFAULT.
While in PAINT MODE, press the IRIS on any other CCU position to preview another camera. When the IRIS button is
released it will return the preview to the original selected CCU position. This is useful for matching between camera’s
while in Paint Mode. If you hold down the IRIS on any other CCU position for over 2 seconds it will then select that
camera for adjustment and it’s LED will display accordingly. To EXIT Paint Mode, hold the SHIFT button and then press
the selected CCU positions IRIS knob.

Optional Touch Screen Operation
The optional Touch Screen allows for a far better view of the 4xCCU’s operation. It provides instant visual feedback of all
operational parameters including extending many controls outside of the basic unit. For people who just want basic Iris
and Pedestal control they probably would not need the Touch Screen unit, as the advanced features are also available
using the existing knobs and buttons.
But for those who need instant access to dB Gain, Shutter, Kelvin etc the optional Touch Screen is ideal. It also provides
immediate access to White, gamma and lift paint controls without having to leave the basic Iris and Pedestal control.
There are 4 main screens that can be displayed during normal operation.

Basic Display

The BASIC DISPLAY shows the IRIS and PEDESTAL values for all 4 CCU positions. No adjustments can be made with this
display.

Across the top displays the CCU positions associated with the slider values directly below. These are labelled A, B, C and
D representing the 4 knob positions on the main panel. These labels will also display RED if the selected CCU position is
on the PROGRAM Buss and display GREEN if the selected CCU position is on the PREVIEW Buss. RED takes priority.

Below these labels there are 2 sliders for each CCU position.

The left of the 2 sliders display the current IRIS position from fully closed (at the bottom) to fully open
(at the top). The right of the 2 sliders display the current PEDESTAL position from fully crushed (at the
bottom) and fully washed out (at the top).

Below the sliders are the NUMERICAL VALUES of both the IRIS (in white) and PEDESTAL (in black). These values are the
same as the values shown on the ATEM CCU tab.

On the right side of the BASIC DISPLAY there
are the alternate main display modes.

All Display

The ALL Display shows ALL the parameters of the 4 CCU positions. No adjustments can be made with this display.

The left side top displays the CCU position the values pertain to.

The first 4 indicators show the RED, GREEN, BLUE and LUM GAIN (white) values.
The second 4 indicators show the RED, GREEN, BLUE and LUM GAMMA values.
The third 4 indicators show the RED, GREEN, BLUE and LUM LIFT values.
The very last indicator shows the PEDESTAL.

The bottom row displays the advanced values.
The first displays the Gain dB, followed by the SHUTTER, KELVIN, CONTRAST, SATURATION, HUE, YRGB and the last
indicator shows the IRIS.
To return to the default display press the top bar labelled ALL VALUES.

Advanced Display

The ADVANCE DISPLAY shows the current advanced functions of the last selected CCU position as indicated by the letter
in the top right corner.
Each value can be changed by selecting and adjusting the SLIDER at the bottom. When selected, the slider will assume
the selection value based on MINIMUM to the LEFT and MAXIMUM to the RIGHT.
If a VALUE BOX is pressed when already selected, it will either step up in value or reset to default, depending on the
item.

GaindB will change between 0db, 6db, 12db or 18db. Pulling the SLIDER to the LEFT will DECREASE the
value and pulling the SLIDER to the RIGHT will INCREASE the value. Selecting GaindB when it is already
selected will ADVANCE the value. When it reaches 18db it will return back to 0db (loop back).

Shutter will change between 50, 60, 75, 90, 100, 120, 150, 180, 250, 360, 500, 725, 1000, 1450 and
2000. Pulling the SLIDER to the LEFT will DECREASE the value and pulling the SLIDER to the RIGHT will
INCREASE the value. Selecting Shutter when it is already selected will ADVANCE the value. When it
reaches 2000 it will return back to 50 (loop back).

Kelvin will change between 2500, 2800, 3000, 3200, 3400, 3600, 4000, 4500, 4800, 5000, 5200, 5400,
5600, 6000, 6500, 7000, 7500, 7500 and 8000. Pulling the SLIDER to the LEFT will DECREASE the value
and pulling the SLIDER to the RIGHT will INCREASE the value. Selecting Kelvin when it is already selected
will ADVANCE the value. When it reaches 8000 it will return back to 2500 (loop back).
Focus will change between a NEGATIVE and a POSITIVE value. Pulling the SLIDER to the LEFT will
DECREASE the value and pulling the SLIDER to the RIGHT will INCREASE the value. Selecting Focus when
it is already selected will RESET the value to 0.

Zoom will change between a NEGATIVE and a POSITIVE value. Pulling the SLIDER to the LEFT will
DECREASE the value and pulling the SLIDER to the RIGHT will INCREASE the value. Selecting Zoom when
it is already selected will RESET the value to 0.

Contrast will change between 0 and 100. Pulling the SLIDER to the LEFT will DECREASE the value and
pulling the SLIDER to the RIGHT will INCREASE the value. Selecting Contrast when it is already selected
will RESET the value to 50.

Hue will change between 0 and 360. Pulling the SLIDER to the LEFT will DECREASE the value and pulling
the SLIDER to the RIGHT will INCREASE the value. Selecting Hue when it is already selected will RESET
the value to 180.

Sat will change between 0 and 100. Pulling the SLIDER to the LEFT will DECREASE the value and pulling
the SLIDER to the RIGHT will INCREASE the value. Selecting Sat when it is already selected will RESET the
value to 50.

YRGB will change between 0 and 100. Pulling the SLIDER to the LEFT will DECREASE the value and
pulling the SLIDER to the RIGHT will INCREASE the value. Selecting YRGB when it is already selected will
RESET the value to 50.
Detail will change between OFF, DEF, MED and HIGH. Pulling the SLIDER to the LEFT will DECREASE the
value and pulling the SLIDER to the RIGHT will INCREASE the value. Selecting Detail when it is already
selected will ADVANCE the value. When it reaches HIGH it will return back to OFF.

Bars will change between OFF and ON. Pulling the SLIDER to the LEFT will SELECT OFF and pulling the
SLIDER to the RIGHT will SELECT ON. Selecting Bars when it is already selected will TOGGLE the mode.

To return to the default display press the top bar labelled CAMERA.

Paint Display

The Paint Display shows the current paint functions of the last selected CCU position as indicated by the letter in the top
right corner.

The bottom of the display shows the value selections to adjust above.

The numeric displays indicate the currently selected modes RED, GREEN, BLUE and LUM values.
Pressing any of the values will reset them to default. LIFT and GAMMA will reset to ZERO and GAIN will reset to ONE.

The SLIDER controls adjust an OFFSET for each value allowing a finer control based on the current value.
In the top right corner there is a button for making coarser adjustments.
To return to the default display press the top bar labelled PAINT.

PTZ
(only applicable with the optional display unit)
The PTZ allows controlling PAN, TILT, ZOOM and FOCUS of any camera that is attached to a PTZ. When used in
conjunction with a Blackmagic Micro Studio Camera it allows its PTZ connection (RS422) to control a PTZ using it’s built
in Visca protocol. When used in conjunction with a BazControllers PTZ(IF) Interface it can control a Bescor MP101 and
compatible PTZ.
When used in conjunction with a BazControllers ATEM2PTZ it can control a Bescor MP101 and compatible PTZ for any
camera without needing a Blackmagic Micro Studio Camera.

Pressing the Advance button toggles the control functions between ZOOM/FOCUS and PAN/TILT.

The centre of the box displays the amount of movement applied. The top ZOOM or PAN has left
and right
arrows that when pressed starts movement in the selected direction and continues until the centre is pressed.
The bottom FOCUS or TILT has left
and right
direction and continues until the centre is pressed.

arrows that when pressed starts movement in the selected

When in PAN/TILT MODE the IRIS knob adjusts the PAN and the PED knob adjusts the TILT.
When in ZOOM/FOCUS MODE the IRIS knob adjusts the ZOOM and the PED knob adjusts the FOCUS.
The faster you rotate the faster the movement.
There are 4 speeds available for PAN and TILT. The initial speed is x1.
Press the PED knob on CCU position A for the slowest speed, press the PED knob on CCU position B for the next fastest
speed, press the PED knob on CCU position C for the 3rd fastest speed and press the PED knob on CCU position D for the
fastest speed available.
When each speed is selected it is displayed in the top left corner as

x1 x2 x4 x8

To EXIT the PTZ Mode press the top bar.

SETUP

The are 12 menu items in the setup page.
-

ATEM Source – sets the ATEM input allocation to the 4 CCU positions
Default IN – sets the return monitor source allocation to the 4 CCU positions when in TOGGLE Mode
Router IN – sets the Videohub input allocation to the 4 CCU positions
Button Mode – sets the toggle/latch/ match mode for each of the 4 CCU positions
Router Type – sets the Router for monitoring to be ATEM AUX, VIDEOHUB or NONE
System – Menu for system settings
Load/Save – allows loading and saving all CCU position settings including configurations
Status – displays system status including connected devices
Videohub – allows operational control of the connected Videohubs sources and destinations
ATEM AUX – allows operational control of the ATEM AUX Busses sources and destinations
SmartScope – setup control for a connected SmartScope
Multiview 4 – setup control for a connected Multiview 4

ATEM Source

The ATEM Source sets the ATEM INPUT ALLOCATION to the 4 CCU positions. This associates an ATEM input with any of
the 4 CCU positions A, B, C and D. When set, the CCU position will control only that allocated source as well as DISPLAY
any PROGRAM, PREVIEW and AUX BUSS/VIDEOHUB TALLY. If a SmartScope is attached, ANY of the 4 CCU positions tally
will be extended to the SmartScope.
The selected allocation will AUTOMATICALLY set the Router IN accordingly as the monitor source when the IRIS Button
is pressed. This can be overwritten if necessary (but why would you want to?).
The 4 CCU positions are displayed with their current allocated names. These names are sent from the ATEM so any
changes in the name will immediate reflect on the display.
Pressing the ► will STEP FORWARD the SOURCE ALLOCATION and pressing the ◄ will STEP BACK the SOURCE
ALLOCATION. While stepping forward or backwards the selected source is also displayed on the ATEM AUX Buss or the
VIDEOHUB, whichever has been allocated in Router Type. If a Multiview 4 is selected as the Router Type then its
respective quadrant will display full screen. This feature is useful for a visual confirmation that you have selected the
desired source.
Only ATEM EXTERNAL INPUTS are available for selection as sources.
If the allocated name is pressed on CCU B, CCU C or CCU D it will automatically assume the same allocation as the CCU
position above. This is useful if you want to quickly set a source close to the CCU position above. By duplicating the
previous CCU position you can then use the ► to select the NEXT SOURCE.
To return to the Setup home page press the top bar labelled ATEM Source.
All changes made are then stored in non-volatile memory. Then changes can also be Loaded and Saved in the Load/Save
menu.

Default Source

The Default Source is used when any CCU position is set to TOGGLE in Button Mode.
When a Router has been selected for monitoring and the Button Mode has been set to TOGGLE, any CCU IRIS button
pressed will display the allocated source as selected in Router IN, and when it is released it will return to the ATEM or
VIDEOHUB input as selected here.
Each CCU position can have its own individual default source but in most cases it would be the same source for all 4 CCU
positions.
The 4 CCU positions are displayed with their current allocated names. These names are sent from the ATEM so any
changes in the name will immediatly reflect on the display.
Pressing the ► will STEP FORWARD the DEFAULT SOURCE ALLOCATION and pressing the ◄ will STEP BACK the
DEFAULT SOURCE ALLOCATION. While stepping forward or backwards the selected source is also displayed on the
ATEM AUX Buss or the VIDEOHUB, whichever has been allocated in Router Type. This feature is useful for a visual
confirmation that you have selected the desired source.
ALL ATEM INPUTS are available for selection as default sources.
If the allocated name is pressed on CCU B, CCU C or CCU D it will automatically assume the same allocation as the CCU
position above. This is useful if you want to duplicate the same default source to each CCU position.
To return to the Setup home page press the top bar labelled Default Source.
All changes made are then stored in non-volatile memory. Then changes can also be loaded and saved in the Load/Save
menu.

Router Source

The Router Source is mainly used for when a VIDEOHUB is selected in Router Type. Because a Videohub can have totally
different input allocations to an ATEM they need to be set accordingly here. If the Router Type is set to an ATEM AUX
Buss the Router Source allocation is AUTOMATICALLY set when in ATEM Source.
The 4 CCU positions are displayed with their current allocated names. These names are sent from the ATEM or the
VIDEOHUB, so any changes in the name will immediate reflect on the display.
Pressing the ► will STEP FORWARD the SOURCE ALLOCATION and pressing the ◄ will STEP BACK the SOURCE
ALLOCATION. While stepping forwards or backwards the selected source is also displayed on the ATEM AUX Buss or the
VIDEOHUB, whichever has been allocated in Router Type. If a Multiview 4 is selected as the Router Type then its
respective QUADRANT will display FULL SCREEN. This feature is useful for a visual confirmation that you have selected
the desired source.
Only ATEM EXTERNAL INPUTS are available for selection as sources.
If the allocated name is pressed on CCU B, CCU C or CCU D it will automatically assume the same allocation as the CCU
position above. This is useful if you want to quickly set a source close to the CCU position above. By duplicating the
previous CCU position you can then use the ► to select the NEXT SOURCE.
To return to the Setup home page press the top bar labelled Router Source.
All changes made are then stored in non-volatile memory. Then changes can also be Loaded and saved in the Load/Save
menu.

Router Setup

This is where you can set what router the CCU IRIS Buttons use to preview each source on.
There are 3 available selections This sets the ATEM as the monitor router. If the ATEM does not
have any AUX busses the selection is not available.

This sets the connected VIDEOHUB as the monitor router. If
there is no VIDEOHUB the selection is not available. If the
allocated Videohub IP address is a Multiview 4 then it will show
accordingly.

This DISABLES any monitor router. The IRIS Buttons will have no
effect.

Pressing the ► will STEP FORWARD between the available selections and pressing the ◄ will STEP BACK the available
selections. While stepping forward or backwards the selected output buss is also displayed on the line below.

If the ATEM is selected as the Router Type this is an example of the buss used for monitoring.

If a VIDEOHUB is selected as the Router Type this is an example of the buss used for monitoring. It will display the actual
name used on the Videohub output.

If no Router Type is selected it will be confirmed on the output allocation for monitoring.
To return to the Setup home page press the top bar labelled Router Setup.
All changes made are then stored in non-volatile memory. Then changes can also be Loaded and saved in the Load/Save
menu.

Load/Save

The LOAD/SAVE display allows you to SAVE all settings and LOAD selective settings.
Every time you SAVE, it will save CCU positions A, B, C and D the following –
-

Paint Gains RED, GREEN, BLUE and LUM
Paint Gamms RED, GREEN, BLUE and LUM
Paint Lifts RED, GREEN, BLUE and LUM
dB gain
Shutter
Degrees Kelvin
Detail
Contrast (expanded)

-

Saturation (expanded)
Hue (expanded)
YRGB (expanded)
Configuration
ATEM Source allocations
Default Source allocations
Router IN Source allocations
Router Type
Button Mode allocations
Local IP address
ATEM IP address
Videohub IP address
SmartScope address

When you need to LOAD you can select what previously save file to use, which CCU position to load (or ALL), which CCU
position to LOAD to and any of the 12 selected parameters above.
You can use the LOAD/SAVE to copy settings from one CCU position to another or ALL other CCU positions, or even set
any or all CCU positions to default.
With the LOAD/SAVE CONFIGURATION you can use it to restore complete location setups for each circumstance.
Note that if the configuration file you are loading has a different ATEM or local IP address the 4xCCU Controller will
restart. If the VIDEOHUB or SMARTSCOPE IP address the 4xCCU Controller will re-initialise the changed devide.

When you first enter the LOAD/SAVE page it will assemble all the previously saved files and display them ONE AT A
TIME in ALPHABETICAL order. It may take some time depending on the number of files stored so it will display
Getting until complete.

After all the file names have been assembled and sorted it will display the file that was last selected.

To select a required FILENAME press the ► to step the file names FORWARD press the ◄ to step the file names
BACKWARD.

To SELECT the items you will be requiring to LOAD press its corresponding button until it displays bright RED.

Here you can see 7 items are selected for loading and 4 items NOT selected.
Press the ALL button to select all. If ALL are already selected pressing the ALL button will DE-SELECT ALL.

Once you have selected your items to load press LOAD.

The FILENAME and the LOAD ITEMS you have selected in LOAD/SAVE is displayed. The top right displays what CCU
POSITION in the saved file you want to load and the 4 CCU positions indicate where you want to LOAD the saved
settings TO.

To SELECT the CCU POSITIONS you want to LOAD to, press its corresponding button until it displays BRIGHT RED or
deselect it until it displays DULL RED.

Press the ALL button to select ALL CCU positions. If all are already selected pressing the ALL button will DE-SELECT CCU
positions.
If you also wish to load the associated CONFIGURATION file press CONFIG until it displays bright YELLOW.

If you want to LOAD all 4 CCU positions from the selected file to ALL 4 CCU positions select ALL in the top right corner.

Here are some examples of load selections.

SINGLE 1 to 1 shows loading from a selected file’s CCU A position INTO CCU A.
SINGLE 1 to ALL (example 1) shows loading from a selected file’s CCU A position INTO CCU A, CCU B, CCU C and CCU D.

SINGLE 1 to ALL (example 3) shows loading from a selected file’s CCU C position INTO CCU A, CCU B, CCU C and CCU D.
SINGLE ALL to ALL shows loading from a selected file’s CCU A position INTO CCU A, CCU B position INTO CCU B, CCU C
position INTO CCU C and CCU D position INTO CCU D.
Once everything is selected for loading press ENT. All required values are recalled and sent to their relative CCU
allocations and take IMMEDIATE EFFECT. The display will return to the LOAD/SAVE screen.
If CONFIG was also selected for loading, the ATEM Source allocations , Default Source allocations, Router IN Source
allocations, Router Type, Button Mode allocations, Local IP address, ATEM IP address, Videohub IP address and
SmartScope address are loaded. If you are unsure if the config file is correct DO NOT select it. Then save your current
config file and try and recall the last file again. If the config was wrong and screws up your settings you can just recall the
config you just saved.

To save press SAVE.

When the SAVE screen is displayed the NAME ENTRY goes blank awaiting entry from the mini keyboard display.
To use the last selected name press ENT. This will recall the last name as displayed in the LOAD/SAVE menu and you can
then use the BS button to BACKSPACE one letter at a time and APPEND the entry. If you need to CLEAR the name entry
press the DEL button. If you need to DELETE the entry completely, press the ENT again and the SPACEBAR will display:

To DELETE press DEL. The SPACEBAR will display:

To ABORT delete press LOAD/SAVE. The SPACEBAR will display:

To OVERWRITE press S P A C E. The SPACEBAR will display:

The display will return to the LOAD/SAVE screen.

To save a NEW FILE you can enter a name using the mini keyboard. The name can be up to 8 characters or numbers.
At any time you can use the BS to delete the last entered character. The DEL will clear the name entry area so you can
restart entry.
Once you have entered the required name press ENT. If the name DOES NOT EXIST the SPACEBAR will display:

And then the display will return to the LOAD/SAVE screen.
If the name you entered DOES EXIST the SPACEBAR will display:

To OVERWRITE press S P A C E. The SPACEBAR will display:

The display will return to the LOAD/SAVE screen.
All files are saved on to the internal MicroSD card which has a very large capacity and while this is good for saving
thousands of settings it would slow down the directory display on initially entering the LOAD/SAVE mode.
To return to the Setup home page press the top bar labelled LOAD/SAVE.

Status

The Status Screen is to show the current STATUS of the 4xCCU Controller. The bottom left corner will also show any
ERROR MESSAGES that have occurred during operation. To return to the SETUP MODE press SETUP.

Videohub

The Videohub button in the SETUP display gives you the ability to set any source to any destination. If there is no
Videohub connected it will not select.

HOT Mode
The Videohub output busses (destinations) can be controlled by immediately selecting the required source or by ‘select
and take’. The immediate function is called HOT and the select and take function is called TAKE.
The SOURCE arrow colours will change accordingly.

TAKE Mode

The Videohub screen can show 2 separate Videohub output busses (destinations) at the same time. The required 2
OUTPUT BUSSES can be selected using the ◄ and ► arrow keys. The ◄ will STEP BACK one DESTINATION at a time
and HOLDING DOWN for over 1 second will continue to STEP BACK. The ► will STEP FORWARD one DESTINATION at a
time and HOLDING DOWN for over 1 second will continue to STEP FORWARD.
The SOURCE and DESTINATION names are those set by the Videohub. If a destination name is changed on the Videohub
it will be IMMEDIATELY updated on the display.
Each Videohub destination can have its SOURCE changed by pressing the ◄ and ► or ◄ and ► arrow keys
depending on the mode selected. If in HOT MODE the ◄ will STEP BACK one SOURCE at a time and HOLDING DOWN
for over 1 second will continue to STEP BACK. The ► will STEP FORWARD one SOURCE at a time and HOLDING DOWN
for over 1 second will continue to STEP FORWARD. As each SOURCE is changed the Videohubs selected DESTINATION
will IMMEDIATELY change.
If in TAKE MODE the ◄ will STEP BACK one SOURCE at a time and holding it down for over 1 second will continue to
STEP BACK. The ► will STEP FORWARD one SOURCE at a time and holding it down for over 1 second will continue to
STEP FORWARD. Nothing will change on the Videohubs selected DESTINATION until the destination/source VALUE is
pressed.

Pressing anywhere in this area will perform the ‘TAKE’.

Once the destination/source value is pressed the Videohub will switch to the selected source and the source arrows will
momentarily flash RED.
To return to the Setup home page press the top bar labelled VIDEOHUB.

ATEM AUX

The ATEM AUX button in the SETUP display gives you the ability to set any source to any destination. If there is no ATEM
AUX Busses available it will not select.

HOT Mode
The ATEM AUX busses (destinations) can be controlled by immediately selecting the required source or by ‘select and
take’. The immediate function is called HOT and the select and take function is called TAKE.
The SOURCE arrow colours will change accordingly.

TAKE Mode
The ATEM AUX screen can show 2 separate ATEM AUX output busses (destinations) at the same time. The required 2
output busses can be selected using the ◄ and ► arrow keys. The ◄ will STEP BACK one DESTINATION at a time and
holding it down for over 1 second will continue to STEP BACK. The ► will STEP FORWARD one DESTINATION at a time
and holding it down for over 1 second will continue to STEP FORWARD.
The SOURCE and DESTINATION names are those set by the ATEM. If a destination name is changed on the ATEM it will
be IMMEDIATELY updated on the display.
Each ATEM AUX destination can have its SOURCE changed by pressing the ◄ and ► or ◄ and ► arrow keys
depending on the mode selected. If in HOT MODE the ◄ will STEP BACK one SOURCE at a time and holding it down for
over 1 second will continue to STEP BACK. The ► will STEP FORWARD one SOURCE at a time and holding it down for
over 1 second will continue to STEP FORWARD. As each source is changed the ATEM AUX selected destination will

IMMEDIATELY change.
If in TAKE MODE the ◄ will STEP BACK one SOURCE at a time and holding it down for over 1 second will continue to
STEP BACK. The ► will STEP FORWARD one SOURCE at a time and holding it down for over 1 second will continue to
STEP FORWARD. Nothing will change on the ATEM AUX selected DESTINATION until the destination/source VALUE is
pressed.

Pressing anywhere in this area will perform the ‘TAKE’.
Once the destination/source value is pressed the Videohub will switch to the selected source and the source arrows will
momentarily flash RED.
To return to the Setup home page press the top bar labelled ATEM AUX.

SmartScope

The SmartScope Display is used to set both the A side (left) or B side (right).
The selected mode is displayed at the top right.
SMARTSCOPE DUO A selects the LEFT SIDE and SMARTSCOPE DUO B selects the RIGHT SIDE.
Press the A or B to toggle to the other screen.

The Display type can be selected, Audio vector channels and the brightness, contrast and saturation values set.

The Display Type of the selected screen is shown on the RIGHT and can be adjusted FORWARD by pressing the YELLOW
area and adjusted BACKWARD by pressing the GREY area on the LEFT. When it gets fully forward at AUDIODbvu it
loops back around starting at WaveformLuma. When it gets fully backward at WaveformLuma it loops forward to
AUDIODbvu.

The AUDIO Channels of the selected screen are shown on the RIGHT and can be adjusted FORWARD by pressing the
GREEN area and adjusted BACKWARD by pressing the GREY area on the LEFT. When it gets fully forward at Channels
15/16 it loops back around starting at Channels 1/2. When it gets full backward at Channels 1/2 it loops
forward to Channels 15/16.

The BRIGHTNESS B controls the brightness of the selected screen that is displayed on the adjustment slider ranging from
0 to 100 with 50 at the centre. At the RIGHT of the SLIDER is the NUMERICAL value. Press and drag LEFT to DECREASE or
press and drag RIGHT to INCREASE the selected screens BRIGHTNESS. If the NUMERICAL display is pressed the
BRIGHTNESS will default back to 50.
If the B at the LEFT of the SLIDER is pressed the BRIGHTNESS will go to 0.

The CONTRAST C controls the contrast of the selected screen that is displayed on the adjustment slider ranging from 0
to 100 with 50 at the centre. At the RIGHT of the SLIDER is the NUMERICAL value. Press and drag LEFT to DECREASE or
press and drag RIGHT to INCREASE the selected screens CONTRAST. If the NUMERICAL display is pressed the CONTRAST
will default back to 50.
If the C at the LEFT of the SLIDER is pressed the CONTRAST will go to 0.

The SATURATION S controls the saturation of the selected screen that is displayed on the adjustment slider ranging
from 0 to 100 with 50 at the centre. At the RIGHT of the SLIDER is the NUMERICAL value. Press and drag LEFT to
DECREASE or press and drag RIGHT to INCREASE the selected screens SATURATION. If the NUMERICAL display is
pressed the SATURATION will default back to 50.
If the S at the LEFT of the SLIDER is pressed the SATURATION will go to 0.
To return to the Setup home page press the top bar labelled SMARTSCOPE DUO.

Multiview 4

The Multiview 4 is an extension of the Videohub Router interface. You can have either one or the other but NOT both.
The Multiview 4 allows you to view all four sources on the same monitor for very close camera matching. If you feed it 4
1080 feeds it can output to a 2160 screen (UHD) with all four quadrants displaying at their native resolution. The 4xCCU
integration allows any of these 4 sources to be displayed individually in SOLO MODE emulating a 4 input HD router.
Subsequently you can use the IRIS buttons as you would with an ATEM AUX Buss or VIDEOHUB.

The Multiview 4 display allows you to select the OUTPUT RESOLUTION, MASTER AUDIO, BORDER on/off, LABELS
on/off, METERS on/off and TALLY on/off.
The OUTPUT RESOLUTION can be 1080i50, 1080i59.94, 2160p25 or 2160p29.97. To take full advantage of the Multiview
4 I suggest you run at 2160p into a 4K screen.
The MASTER AUDIO can be any of the 4 SDI inputs.
BORDER places a small edge around each of the 4 quadrants when in quad mode.
LABELS places names over each of the 4 inputs. These names can be set in the Multiview Control Panel.
METERS places AUDIO VU meters on the left of each input.
TALLY allows for a GREEN or RED border around an input.

The OUTPUT Resolution is shown on the RIGHT and can be adjusted FORWARD by pressing the YELLOW area and
adjusted BACKWARD by pressing the GREY area on the LEFT. When it gets fully forward at 2160p2997 it loops back
around starting at 1080i50. When it gets full backward at 1080i50 it loops forward to 2160p2997.

The AUDIO Master is shown on the RIGHT and can be adjusted FORWARD by pressing the GREEN area and adjusted
backward by pressing the GREY area on the LEFT. When it gets fully forward at the last input it loops back to the start.
When it gets fully back it loops forward to last.

Pressing the BORDER button will TOGGLE the border ON and OFF.
When the RADIO BUTTON appears it indicates ON is selected.

Pressing the LABELS button will TOGGLE the labels ON and OFF.
When the RADIO BUTTON appears it indicates ON is selected.

Pressing the METERS button will TOGGLE the meters ON and OFF.
When the RADIO BUTTON appears it indicates ON is selected.

Pressing the TALLY button will TOGGLE the tallies ON and OFF.
When the RADIO BUTTON appears it indicates ON is selected.

To return to the Setup home page press the top bar labelled MULTIVIEW 4.

TOUCHSCREEN SYSTEM SETTINGS
The SYSTEM SETTINGS can be found in the middle of the SETUP display

Press System button.

There are 12 separate System Setting parameters.
-

ATEM IP – sets the network location of the required ATEM to control
LOCAL IP – sets the network presence of the 4xCCU Controller
VIDEOHUB IP – sets the network location of the required VIDEOHUB to control
SMARTSCOPE IP – sets the network location of the required SMARTSCOPE to control
IRIS Adjusts – sets the sensitivity of coarse and fine IRIS knob turns
PED Adjusts – sets the sensitivity of coarse and fine PEDESTAL knob turns
PAINT Adjusts – sets the sensitivity of coarse and fine IRIS and PEDESTAL knob turns in PAINT MODE
LED Values – sets the BRIGHTNESS of the TALLY LEDs and POWER LED
AutoConn – sets the status of Auto ATEM connect
User Setup – sets the function of the USER BUTTONS

If a Multiview 4 is to be connected this is set in the VIDEOHUB settings.

ATEM IP

The ATEM IP sets the network location of the required ATEM to control.
You can select each of the 4 IP address values by pressing its box. The box selected will turn GREEN.
Press the ▲ button to INCREASE the value and press the ▼ button to DECREASE the value.
HOLDING DOWN the ▲ button for over 1 second will continue to INCREASE the value and HOLDING DOWN the ▼
button for over 1 second will continue to DECREASE the value .
Pressing the ATEM IP box will set the IP address the SAME as the ATEM so it will put you in the zone where you can
just change the last number to give it its own unique value.
Pressing REVERT will set the IP address back to its ORIGINAL value.
To return to the System page press the top bar labelled IP addresses.

LOCAL IP

The LOCAL IP sets the network presence of the 4xCCU Controller.
You can select each of the 4 IP address values by pressing its box. The box selected will turn GREEN.
Press the ▲ button to INCREASE the value and press the ▼ button to DECREASE the value.
HOLDING DOWN the ▲ button for over 1 second will continue to INCREASE the value and HOLDING DOWN the ▼
button for over 1 second will continue to DECREASE the value .
Pressing the LOCAL IP box will set the IP address the SAME as the ATEM so it will put you in the zone where you can
just change the last number to give it its own unique value.
Pressing REVERT will set the IP address back to its ORIGINAL value.
To return to the System page press the top bar labelled IP addresses.

VIDEOHUB IP

The VIDEOHUB IP sets the network location of the required VIDEOHUB to control.
You can select each of the 4 IP address values by pressing its box. The box selected will turn GREEN.
Press the ▲ button to INCREASE the value and press the ▼ button to DECREASE the value.
HOLDING DOWN the ▲ button for over 1 second will continue to INCREASE the value and HOLDING DOWN the ▼
button for over 1 second will continue to DECREASE the value .
Pressing the VIDEOHUB IP box will set the IP address the SAME as the ATEM so it will put you in the zone where you
can just change the last number to give it its own unique value.
Pressing REVERT will set the IP address back to its ORIGINAL value.
To return to the System page press the top bar labelled IP addresses.

SMARTSCOPE IP

The SMARTSCOPE IP sets the network location of the required SMARTSCOPE to control.
You can select each of the 4 IP address values by pressing its box. The box selected will turn GREEN.
Press the ▲ button to INCREASE the value and press the ▼ button to DECREASE the value.
HOLDING DOWN the ▲ button for over 1 second will continue to INCREASE the value and HOLDING DOWN the ▼
button for over 1 second will continue to DECREASE the value .
Pressing the SMARTSCOPE IP box will set the IP address the SAME as the ATEM so it will put you in the zone where
you can just change the last number to give it its own unique value.
Pressing REVERT will set the IP address back to its ORIGINAL value.
To return to the System page press the top bar labelled IP addresses.

IRIS Adjusts

The 4 IRIS controls have 2 SENSITIVITY SETTINGS: one for FINE and one for COARSE. The FINE adjust is the NORMAL
mode and the COARSE adjust is invoked when the PEDESTAL Knob is pushed down.

There are 2 SLIDERS dedicated to COARSE and FINE values. On the RIGHT of the SLIDERS are the NUMERICAL values.
The further to the LEFT the finer the knob turns and further to the RIGHT the coarser the knob turns.
Below the SLIDERS are graphical displays (gauges) that show the KNOB movements. As you ROTATE any IRIS Knob the
BLUE needles will move accordingly. This gives you a feel for how the SENSITIVITY SLIDER values affect the IRIS KNOB
movements.
To return to the System page press the top bar labelled Iris Sensitivity.

PED Adjusts

The 4 PEDESTAL controls have 2 SENSITIVITY SETTINGS: one for FINE and one for COARSE. The FINE adjust is the
NORMAL mode and the COARSE adjust is invoked when the PEDESTAL Knob is pushed down.

There are 2 SLIDERS dedicated to COARSE and FINE values. On the RIGHT of the SLIDERS are the NUMERICAL values.
The further to the LEFT the finer the knob turns and further to the RIGHT the coarser the knob turns.
Below the SLIDERS are graphical displays (gauges) that shows the KNOB movements. As you ROTATE any PEDESTAL
Knob the BLUE needles will move accordingly. This gives you a feel for how the SENSITIVITY SLIDER values affect the
PEDESTAL KNOB movements.
To return to the System page press the top bar labelled Pedestal Sensitivity.

PAINT Adjusts

The 4 IRIS controls and 4 PEDESTAL controls have 2 SENSITIVITY SETTINGS: one for FINE and one for COARSE. The FINE
adjust is the NORMAL mode and the COARSE adjust is invoked when the PEDESTAL Knob is pushed down.

There are 2 SLIDERS dedicated to COARSE and FINE values. On the RIGHT of the SLIDERS are the NUMERICAL values.
The further to the LEFT the finer the knob turns and further to the RIGHT the coarser the knob turns.
Below the SLIDERS are graphical displays (gauges) that shows the KNOB movements. As you ROTATE any IRIS Knob the
BLUE needles will move accordingly. This gives you a feel for how the SENSITIVITY SLIDER values affect the IRIS and
PEDESTAL KNOB movements.
To return to the System page press the top bar labelled Paint Sensitivity.

LED Values

The 4 TALLY LED and the POWER LED have DIMMABLE settings to suit their operating environment.
The POWER LED is also used to indicate ATEM COMMUNICATIONS. It displays BRIGHTER when receiving data from the
ATEM so setting a higher value may disguise the difference between high and low. The white marker on each SLIDER
indicates the current setting and the right side indicates the NUMERICAL value of each SLIDER.
To INCREASE the Tally LED BRIGHTNESS drag the SLIDER to the RIGHT and to DECREASE the Tally LED BRIGHTNESS drag
the SLIDER to the LEFT.
To return to the System page press the top bar labelled LED Brightness.

AutoConn
Not yet completed.

User Setup
Not yet completed.

Advance Knob Adjust

The Advance Knob Adjustment is used to DISPLAY the Advance settings when being adjusted using the 4xCCU panel
knobs when in ADVANCE MODE. (see Advanced mode)
Pressing the ▲ and ▼arrows will step through the available selections.
Pressing the ◄and ►arrows will change the values of the selected item.

Pressing any of the CCU select buttons A, B, C and D will SELECT that CCU position for adjustment.

Pressing the bottom will EXIT the ADVANCE MODE.

Paint Knob Adjust

The Paint Knob Adjustment is used to DISPLAY the Paint settings as being adjusted using the 4xCCU panel knobs when
in the PAINT MODE. (see Paint mode)
No Touch Screen adjustments can be made while this mode is displayed.
The TOP RIGHT corner displays the SELECTED CCU.
The TOP row displays the GAINS RED, GREEN, BLUE and LUM values as a graphical display and the RIGHT shows the
NUMERIC versions.
The CENTRE row displays the GAMMAS RED, GREEN, BLUE and LUM values as a graphical display and the RIGHT shows
the NUMERIC versions.
The BOTTOM row displays the LIFTS RED, GREEN, BLUE and LUM values as a graphical display and the rig RIGHT ht
shows the NUMERIC versions.
The GAIN and LIFT values change as the IRIS and PEDESTAL knobs are turned. The GAMMA values change when the
ADVANCE BUTTON is HELD DOWN and the IRIS knobs are turned.

Diagnostics MODE
If the 4xCCU Basic Controller seems to be malfunctioning there is a built in diagnostics that can test all the knobs,
buttons and LEDs. You will need to connect a terminal (eg. PuTTY.exe) to the USB port to view the results.
To enter diagnostics, remove power and reconnect while HOLDING DOWN any button.
The unit will restart and display information on the terminal screen and all 4 CCU position LED’s will display RED at the
preselected brightness value. The following is the meaning of the information:
SH – the value of the SHIFT button. The longer you hold it the value will change (up to 3). This also tests the internal
interrupt timers.
B – This is the value of the IRIS and PEDESTAL button sensors. Each button has its own individual value.
IA – The value of the IRIS KNOB for CCU A. It will only increment to/from zero increasing in an anticlockwise direction
and decreasing in a clockwise direction. Each increment should be 1 digit for each indent. As the knob is rotated the
associated LED will change colour and a coloured box at the end of the value is displayed that should be the same
as the LED colour.
IB – The value of the IRIS KNOB for CCU B. It will only increment to/from zero increasing in an anticlockwise direction
and decreasing in a clockwise direction. Each increment should be 1 digit for each indent. As the knob is rotated the
associated LED will change colour and a coloured box at the end of the value is displayed that should be the same
as the LED colour.
IC – The value of the IRIS KNOB for CCU C. It will only increment to/from zero increasing in an anticlockwise direction
and decreasing in a clockwise direction. Each increment should be 1 digit for each indent. As the knob is rotated the
associated LED will change colour and a coloured box at the end of the value is displayed that should be the same
as the LED colour.
ID – The value of the IRIS KNOB for CCU D. It will only increment to/from zero increasing in an anticlockwise direction
and decreasing in a clockwise direction. Each increment should be 1 digit for each indent. As the knob is rotated the
associated LED will change colour and a coloured box at the end of the value is displayed that should be the same
as the LED colour.
PA – The value of the PEDESTAL KNOB for CCU A. It will increment into negative and positive increasing in a clockwise
direction and decreasing in a anticlockwise direction. Each increment should be 1 digit for each indent. As the knob
is rotated the associated LED will change colour and a coloured box at the end of the value is displayed that should
be the same as the LED.
PB – The value of the PEDESTAL KNOB for CCU B. It will increment into negative and positive increasing in a clockwise
direction and decreasing in a anticlockwise direction. Each increment should be 1 digit for each indent. As the knob
is rotated the associated LED will change colour and a coloured box at the end of the value is displayed that should
be the same as the LED.
PC – The value of the PEDESTAL KNOB for CCU C. It will increment into negative and positive increasing in a clockwise
direction and decreasing in a anticlockwise direction. Each increment should be 1 digit for each indent. As the knob
is rotated the associated LED will change colour and a coloured box at the end of the value is displayed that should
be the same as the LED.
PD – The value of the PEDESTAL KNOB for CCU D. It will increment into negative and positive increasing in a clockwise
direction and decreasing in a anticlockwise direction. Each increment should be 1 digit for each indent. As the knob
is rotated the associated LED will change colour and a coloured box at the end of the value is displayed that should
be the same as the LED.

To EXIT Diagnostics HOLD DOWN the SHIFT key and press ANY knob. The 4xCCU Basic Controller will warm reboot.

Setup MODE
To enter the Setup Mode PRESS and HOLD the SHIFT button for about 4 seconds. The 4 LEDs will flash CYAN.
The terminal screen will display all available setup modes.
Setup mode allows you to control the following:
1. IRIS 1 – ATEM Source allocation *
2. IRIS 2 – ATEM/Router button default *
3. IRIS 3 – Router button source *
4. IRIS 4 – Toggle/Latch/Match *
5. PED 1 – Router type/buss *
6. PED 2 – Multiview 4
7. PED 3 – VIDEOHUB source/destinations
8. PED 4 – SuperScope settings
(items marked * not yet implemented)

SmartScope Setup
When in Setup Mode press the PED 4 button.
The CCU D LED will turn RED or GREEN and flash the colour for the last selected mode.
Rotate the CCU D PED knob to step through each of the 10 available adjustments.
Rotate the CCU D IRIS knob to adjust each of the available selections.
Press the CCU D IRIS button to set adjustment to default.
Press the CCU D PED button to adjust with coarser values.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Display type MONITOR LEFT (RED LED flashing BLUE)
Brightness MONITOR LEFT (RED LED flashing YELLOW)
Contrast MONITOR LEFT (RED LED flashing CYAN)
Saturation MONITOR LEFT (RED LED flashing MAGENTA)
Audio MONITOR LEFT (RED LED flashing BLACK)
Display type MONITOR RIGHT (GREEN LED flashing BLUE)
Brightness MONITOR RIGHT (GREEN LED flashing YELLOW)
Contrast MONITOR RIGHT (GREEN LED flashing CYAN)
Saturation MONITOR RIGHT (GREEN LED flashing MAGENTA)
Audio MONITOR RIGHT (GREEN LED flashing BLACK)

To EXIT the SETUP MODE press the SHIFT BUTTON.

Multiview Setup
When in Setup Mode press the PED 2 button.
The CCU B LED will turn RED or GREEN and flash the colour for the last selected mode.
Rotate the CCU B PED knob to step through each of the 6 available adjustments.
Rotate the CCU B IRIS knob to adjust each of the available selections.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Video Format (RED LED flashing BLUE)
Audio Source (RED LED flashing YELLOW)
Border on/off (RED LED flashing CYAN)
Labels on/off (RED LED flashing MAGENTA)
Meters on/off (RED LED flashing BLACK)
Tally on/off MONITOR RIGHT (GREEN LED flashing BLUE)

To EXIT the SETUP MODE press the SHIFT BUTTON.

